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In this game you earn points by finding hidden places
across the city and completing their corresponding
missions and riddles.
During unexpected events you will be challenged to take
on duels with other teams. Additionally, you will learn a
lot about the city by playing this game.
Who takes the best selfies? Who receives the most bonus
points? Who will outrun the other teams?
Super Sam is a digital game host who will guide you
along the way and enrich your experience by sharing a
myriad of cool facts and stories. Perfect for inquisitive
travellers, curious adventurers and modern teambuilders!
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Contents
•City maps with search and do missions
•Mission cards with do missions
•Score cards with the leaderboards
•Instruction manual with your game code, use it to gain
unlimited access to this game for 1 year. Want to keep
playing? Buy another game code at dasbox.be.

Requirements
• 1 cellular enabled phone or tablet per team.
• Facebook Messenger on every device.
Get your friends excited and prepare them by sharing
this page full of tips and information with them:
dasbox.be/readyforsupersnap

Goal
Whoever has the highest score at the end of the
game, wins. By default, the game's runtime is 2 hours.
The game administrator can alter the game's runtime
using dasbox.be/gamemanager (cf. page 13).
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Preparation
1 • Choose a starting position. The star on the map
indicates the suggested starting point.
2 • Divide your group in teams of 2 to 6 players (ideally

3 or 4). The amount of teams you can play with, depends
on the size of your box.

3 • Make sure each team has access to at least 1 fully
charged, cellular enabled device.
4 • Every team logs into Messenger, using a different
user, and searches for supersamdasbox in the application's
search field, or visits m.me/supersamdasbox on their
deviceʼs broswer.
5 • Give a city map to all teams.
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6 • Distribute the mission cards evenly across all teams.
7 • Hand over a score card to every team. It contains the
score distribution, as well as the web url to a live
leaderboard and a digital map with all locations.
8 • Share the game code with all teams.

Messenger Account Requirements
Facebook imposes certain restrictions, due to which
Super Sam will NOT respond to:
• messages sent from a Messenger account linked to a
inactive Facebook account (less than 5 friends or made
specifically to play this game) or an account with very strict
privacy settings.
• messages sent with Messenger Lite
Most Messenger accounts are elegible to play Super Snap.
To check, send a message to Super Sam (e.g. 'hello')
beforehand.
No reply? Ask another player to log in or send us a
message at info@dasbox.be.
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Super Sam, your Virtual Host
Super Sam is our silly, virtual
game host. He will be activated
upon receiving a mission number
sent by you.
Sam loves selfies, has a passion
for little-known facts about the city
and is permanently smiling.

To Start
All teams launch Messenger, search for supersamdasbox (no spaces) and
text him a message (e.g.
'hi'). Upon receiving your
message, Sam will ask for
the game code.
It is possible to try the game beforehand at home. If
you choose to do this, make sure to close the game
completely at dasbox.be/gamemanager (cf. page 13)
so everything is ready for the real deal.
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Gameplay
When all teams have joined the game, they can complete
the missions on different routes. The order in which you
complete the missions is entirely up to you.
There are three types of missions:
•Do missions are explained on the green
mission cards. You also find them on the city
map, indicated by a green circle. You can
complete them and send in the results at any
location.
•Think missions are riddles that you can solve
at the locations indicated by a red circle on
the city map.
•Search missions are marked on the city map
using yellow circles. Find these locations and
look for the matching picture found on the
other side of the map.
The score card highlights the
maximum amount of points you
can receive for each mission. A
do mission's inventiveness and
quality is marked by the game
administrator.
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Bonuses can also be awarded. The requirements to receive
a bonus are explained on the score card.
The game's runtime is set to 2 hours by default, but the
game administrator can choose to alter this.
Super Sam will regularly indicate the time remaining.
Whoever gathered the most points at the end of the game,
wins!
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During the game, players can visit dasbox.be/followlive to
check all photos, scores, actions, etc.
To broadcast a message to all other teams, text Super Sam
a message beginning with @ (e.g. @fun game, isn't it?).

How to Complete a Mission?
It's simple. Text Super Sam a mission number found on the
mission cards or on the map and Super Sam will guide you!
In other words, every mission starts by sending Super Sam
a number.
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When completing a do mission, Super Sam will ask you to
send in a selfie of you and your team.

If you want to complete this
mission, text Super Sam '52'.

When completing a think mission, Super Sam will ask you
to solve a riddle about a given location; his questions can
be multiple choice or open-ended. Text Super Sam your
answer and he will tell you if it was correct or not.
When completing a search mission, Super Sam will ask you
to flip the city map and scan the given location for one of
the pictures on the back side of the map. Did you find the
corresponding photo? Take a selfie at the location and send
it in, along with the letter of the photo. Super Sam will
immediately tell you if your answer was correct.
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Duel Missions
After approximately 20 minutes, Super Sam will try to
launch a duel for all teams. All teams will simultaneously
receive a duel mission.
The first team to complete the mission, will be rewarded
accordingly. The other teams will not receive any points.
These duel missions are not mandatory, but they do yield
the highest amount of points!
A team that wants to participate in the duel missions, texts
Super Sam the mission number and a selfie of the completed challenge.
This duel is graded like the do missions. In other words,
when there is an active game administrator, the points will
only be awarded when the game administrator verified the
submitted selfies.
If there is no game administrator. the points will be automatically awarded to the first team to send in a selfie.
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After the first duel mission, Super Sam will regularly
announce new ones.

Game Administrator
The do missions and duels are too complex to be graded
by Super Sam, hence we strongly recommend to indicate a
game administrator. Schools in particular benefit from
having a game administrator!
The game administrator is a group member who is not
participating in the game, and grade in real-time, both
on-site or at home. They can access the special dasbox.be/gamemanager page as soon as the first player has
joined.
They have access to all the
do and duel mission selfies
and can grade them based
on their inventiveness and
quality. This feature is
available on phones, tables
and computers.
The game administrator can
award a maximum of 6 points
for a do mission.
Playing without a game administrator is possible,
but not recommended. If no game administrator is
indicated, all do and duel mission photos will
automatically receive the maximum amount of
points.
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Admin Website Features
1 • Grade Duel and Do Mission Photos
Do you wish to grade photos?
Click 'I want to manage' and
they will appear upon
submission.
It is possible to grade photos
with multiple administrators.
In the 'settings' tab you will
find an option to indicate
which teams' photos you
want to grade, only their
submissions will appear.
WARNING! If you choose to grade photos, you need to
do this for the remainder of the game. If you were to
stop grading the photos, the teams would not receive
any points for their completed do and duel missions.
If you do not wish to grade any photos, do NOT click 'I
want to manage'. In this case, all submitted do and duel
mission photos will be given the maximum score.
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2 • Check the Live Feed
On this tab, you can check on
all teams and their actions and
photos by looking at the game's
live feed.
WARNING!
Do not give players acces to
this administrator website, as
they can easily grade photos
and even stop the game from
here.
The players are allowed to
check dasbox.be/followlive
3 • Check all Team Scores
The game administrator can
check all scores and broadcast messages to all teams,
individually or together.
to1
team
to all teams
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4 • Change Settings
Here, the game administrator can choose to end
the game. The game
automatically ends when
the game's runtime has
elapsed.

Game Over

By default, the game's
runtime is set to 120
minutes. The game
administrator can alter
this before or during the
game as he sees fit.

Sam will explictely announce the end of the game as well
as its winner. After the game, the players ought to meet
at a predetermined location, e.g. the game's starting
point.
All players can check the leaderboard at dasbox.be/followlive, and download all submitted photos from dasbox.be/supersnapphotos.
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Share your favorite photo on Instagram or
Facebook using #supersnapdasbox for a
chance to win a free game.

Play with 1 Team
When playing with one team, there is evidently no
competition with other teams. You can, however, set a
goal to complete within a certain time frame (e.g. gain
120 points within 2 hours).

Play with a School
Super Snap is often played by schools. Check dasbox.be/schools for more information.

Play again?
Buy a new game code and play for another year in this
city. Buy an expansion set to play in a different city at a
reduced price. For more info, visit dasbox.be.

Contact
Have questions? Mail info@dasbox.be, visit dasbox.be
or call +32 485 85 85 86.
This game is meant for private use only. Commercialization of our products is forbidden without prior consent.
For questions regarding commercialization,
contact us.
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